It was also found that Bin had a negligible level of internal friction in initial state but reached a value of tanFϷ0.02 after forward martensitic transformation, g→e, which was kept even after reverse transformation. On the other hand, in the case of C-sol specimen, tan F had an initial value of about 0.01 and decreased almost to zero, after the thermal cycle.
Introduction
Binary Fe-high-Mn alloys undergoing g (fcc) to e (hcp) martensitic transformation show high damping capacities. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Since the highest specific damping capacity (SDCϭ2p · tan Fϭ28%) was reported at 17 mass% Mn, 1) intensive research was performed in order to reveal the contribution of cold working, 2) of carbon and titanium contents, 4) of total amounts of e-martensite and g-austenite as well as of the grain size [5] [6] [7] on damping capacity. It was reported that the damping capacity of Fe-Mn-based alloys was controlled by the total surface area of the g/e interfaces. 6, 7) Therefore, the Fe-Mn-based alloys are usually described as an interface type of high damping material.
It is well known that the addition of silicon to Fe-Mn alloys gives birth to a good shape memory effect. 8) Since both the mechanism of internal friction and that of shape memory effect are based on the reversible movement of g/e interface, 9) one would expect that the same factors that enhance shape memory would also enhance damping capacity. However, it has been reported that the addition of silicon reduces damping capacity as compared to binary Fe-Mn alloys. 3, 6) Recently, some of the present authors investigated damping properties of an Fe-28Mn-6Si-5Cr shape memory alloy containing a small amount of Nb and C, 10, 11) which was reported to show a good shape memory effect, due to very thin martensite plates of a single crystallographic variant nucleating at nano-sized NbC carbides. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] In the alloy, a recognizable enhancement of the damping capacity was obtained, but it was still less than that of binary Fe-Mn alloys, in spite of the fact that the total surface area of the g/e interfaces is evidently increased by thinning of the e plates. These results suggest that the damping mechanism of Fe-Mn-based alloys cannot simply be interpreted by the total surface area of the g/e interfaces. However, the detailed damping mechanism of the Fe-Mnbased alloys is still unclear.
Some investigators suggested that, in addition to the g/e interfaces, the stacking faults in g and the stacking faults in e also contribute to the damping capacity of the alloys. 5) Here it should be noted that the motion of the interface or stacking faults in these cases does not mean the direct movement normal to the planar defects. The actual process is achieved by movement of the Shockley partial dislocations, residing along the planar defects. Sato et al. measured the internal friction related to the reverse transformation from stress-induced e to g austenite, and a rational explanation is given to the origin of the internal friction, on the basis that it is the stress-assisted motion of the Shockley partial dislocations that carries out the e→g transformation. 17) In this research work, the above-mentioned microstructural modification with the addition of Nb and C was also applied to a binary Fe-17mass%Mn high damping alloy. (Received on August 3, 2007 ; accepted on November 6, 2007 ) The effects of presence of Nb and C in solution or in the form of NbC precipitates on the transformation of binary Fe-17mass%Mn alloys were evaluated from micro structural and macroscopic point of view. At microstructural level precipitation of NbC was accompanied by the decrease of both relative amount of e martensite and martensite plate thickness. The precipitation was associated with a general increase of proof stress and thermal hysteresis on the internal friction curves as well as a decrease of the maximum value of internal friction, caused by martensitic transformations, as evaluated by means of a dynamic mechanical analyzer. The solute atoms slightly reduced internal friction and the NbC precipitates markedly reduced internal friction, probably due to the pinning effect on the oscillated motion of Shockley partial dislocations.
Effects of Nb and C in Solution and in NbC Form on the Transformation-related Internal Friction of Fe-17Mn (mass%) Alloys
The low frequency-excited internal friction measurements were carried out on the specimens subjected to various thermomechanical treatments, in order to reveal the effects of Nb and C presence under solute form or NbC under precipitate form on the internal friction occurring during thermally induced martensitic transformation of binary Fe17mass%Mn alloys. The associated microstructures were also evaluated, and the factors affecting on the transformation-related internal friction of the Fe-17Mn alloys was discussed by considering the interaction of the Shockley partial motion and existing internal defects.
Experimental Procedure
By vacuum induction melting, an Fe-Mn alloy was prepared under two compositional variants: (i) binary, Fe17mass%Mn; (ii) and with C and Nb additions, Fe-17Mn-0.53Nb-0.06C (mass %). In both cases after being forged and hot rolled the ingots were covered by a SiO 2 film before solution treatment in Ar atmosphere, 1 470 K/10 h/water. The solution treated alloys were designated as Bin in the case of binary Fe-17mass%Mn and as C-sol in the case of Fe-17Mn-0.53Nb-0.06C (mass %) alloys. A part of the Csol alloy was subjected to an additional thermomechanical treatment consisting in hot rolling at 870 K with 14 % section reduction followed by 870 K/10 min ageing in evacuated quartz capsules and final water quenching in order to produce fine NbC precipitates.
14) The thermomechanically treated alloy, with the nominal composition Fe-17Mn-0.5NbC (mass %) was designated as C-pre. From the three alloys, Bin, C-sol and C-pre, specimens were cut by spark erosion for tensile tests, with the dimensions 0.4ϫ2ϫ 40 · 10 Ϫ3 m (with gauge length of 15 · 10 Ϫ3 m) and for internal friction experiments, with the dimensions 1ϫ5ϫ 50 · 10 Ϫ3 m (with effective length of 35 · 10 Ϫ3 m). X-ray diffraction (XRD) observations were performed, after the removal of degraded surface layer of the specimens, on a JEOL JDX-3500 diffractometer with CuK a on the significant region of 2q angle between 40 and 80°.
For optical microscope observation, the specimens were mechanically ground and polished before etching with a solution of Nital 10 %.
The tensile tests were carried out at room temperature using an extensometer and a strain rate of 1.11 · 10 Ϫ4 s
Ϫ1
. Internal friction experiments were performed using a dynamic mechanical analyzer (DMA) TA Instruments Model 2980 10, 11) functioning in the forced 3 point beam mode, with temperature scanning between 570 and 220 K, at a rate of 5 K/min and with a oscillation frequency of 1 Hz. Based on the specimen dimensions and on the force and displacement signals, both internal friction (tan F) and elastic modulus (E) were evaluated during temperature scans.
Results
The XRD profiles of the three alloys from Fig. 1 commonly show the existence of the fcc-g austenite and hcp-e martensite as well as a small amount of bcc-aЈ martensite, in good agreement with other results.
2) Figure 1 (c) corresponding to C-pre additionally reveals, by means of two peaks, the existence of a very small amount of NbC, which is also noticeable in Fig. 1(b) , but at a much lower extent. The formation of NbC nanocarbides was expected to occur in C-pre since it was previously reported by TEM observations on Fe-Mn-Si based alloys subjected to the same thermomechanical treatment. 14, 16) The first NbC peak is located at 2qϭ40.54°and the second one is shown in the detail from Fig. 1(c) , in the proximity of the maximum of e 1012 , at 2qϭ62.11°. As illustrated in the enlarged inset of Fig. 1(c) , the second NbC peak is located at 2qϭ59.93°. For the sake of comparison, enlarged insets were also illustrated in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). It is noticeable that only C-pre showed a small but visible peak at 2qϭ59.93°. In C-sol the corresponding peak is small and broad, while in Bin there is only a small and broad swell. It appears that in Bin both NbC peaks can be neglected while in C-sol only the second one is missing. However, the difference between the heights of NbC peaks in C-sol and in C-pre and between the heights of NbC and other peaks is so obvious that only in C-pre the existence of a small amount of NbC precipitates can be considered. Since most of the diffraction maxima of g and e are overlapping within the significant region of 2qϭ 40-80°, in this preliminary study only the ratio between the intensities of two peaks e 1011 and g 200 was considered for performing relative semi-quantitative evaluation of the two phases. The obtained values were (e 1011 /g 200 ) Bin ϭ25/1; (e 1011 /g 200 ) C sol ϭ1.2/1 and (e 1011 /g 200 ) C pre ϭ3.0/1. These values render obvious the fact that Bin has the largest amount of thermally induced e-martensite but also confirm previous results reporting that the addition of 0.06 % C contributed to the decrease of e amount in binary Fe-Mn alloys.
2) On the other hand, since the amount of aЈ martensite has been very small this phase will be disregarded in the subsequent discussion. Figure 2 displays the optical micrographs (OM) of the three alloys. A qualitative evaluation allows observing that grain size decreased from Fig. 2 (a) to (b) and further to (c) in the order Bin→C-sol→C-pre. The grain size reduction from binary to solution alloy could be an alloying effect, considering that dissolved Nb and C act as sites for heterogeneous nucleation for austenite grains in C-sol specimen. On the other hand, in the C-pre specimen, 14 % thickness reduction performed by hot rolling combined with simultaneous occurrence of NbC precipitation and austenite recrystallization contributed to diminishing the size and preventing the growth, respectively of austenitic grains after hot rolling. In addition, NbC precipitates were originally designed by Kajiwara as preferred nucleation sites for emartensite plates. For this reason e-plate thickness decreased in the same order as above, in accordance to previous observations related to nanocarbides precipitation effect. 16) Further discussion on over all contribution of grain size and NbC as well as Nb and C in solution will be presented in next section.
The 0.2 % proof stresses measured by tensile tests were 260 MPa for Bin, 295 MPa for C-sol and 480 MPa fro Cpre. This result indicates that the addition of solute Nb and C and subsequent formation of fine NbC precipitates was accompanied by a general tendency to increase proof stress in the order Bin→C-sol→C-pre. The grain size refinement associated with the addition of Nb and C and the evolution of the combination form of them, from solution form to precipitation form, affects on the proof stress in the same order.
The strain amplitude sweeping internal friction measurements at room temperature revealed that the internal friction of all the three specimens increased with increasing the strain amplitude. The internal friction at the maximum strain amplitude of 7 · 10 Ϫ4 were 0.0411 for Bin, 0.0109 for C-sol and 0.0071 for C-pre, respectively. Figures 3 to 5 represent the variations of internal friction (a) and elastic modulus (b) as a function of temperature, for the three alloys under study, Bin, C-sol and C-pre, respectively, after being heated to 570 K to obtain fully austenitic state and subjected to a cooling-heating cycle down to 220 K. Each specimen has experienced a reversible martensitic transformation g (fcc)↔e (hcp), characterized by marked internal friction maxima more prominent in the case of the reverse transformation e→g. The variation of the internal friction peak height and the corresponding temperatures are affected by the interaction of the Shockley partial dislocations, located at the tip of the growing or shrinking e martensite plates, with short range obstacles, such as Nb and C solutes and NbC precipitates, and the stress field produced around them as well as grain boundaries, 17) which will be discussed later.
It was also found that Bin had a negligible level of internal friction in initial state but reached a value of tanFϷ0.02 after forward martensitic transformation, g→e, which was kept even after reverse transformation. On the other hand, in the case of C-sol specimen, tan F had an initial value of about 0.01 and decreased almost to zero, after the thermal cycle.
By comparing Figs. 3(b), 4(b) and 5(b) it is obvious that the first two are rather similar while a third is completely different, from the point of view of the variation of elastic modulus with temperature during forward martensitic transformation. Both forward and reverse transformations in Bin and C-sol, accompanied by obvious tan F maxima, are also commonly characterized by step-like changes of elastic modulus, as shown in Figs. 3(b) and 4(b) . It is generally accepted that these step-like changes are caused by higher modulus value of e phase than that of g phase. 18 ) During further cooling of these specimens to lower temperatures a marked decrease of elastic modulus is noticeable, which was ascribed to the paramagnetic→antiferromagnetic transition of retained austenite.
19) The Néel temperature (T N ) can be estimated as the initiating point of the modulus drop, 18) which was 315 K both for Bin and C-sol. In Figs. 3(b) and 4(b) small minima are noticeable in the variation of elastic modulus during both forward and reverse transformations. These minima correspond to modulus softening (soft-mode), 20) which was reported on cooling 21) and heating 22) in binary alloys as well as in FeMn-Si-based alloys. 23) However these tendencies were not observed for C-pre in Fig. 5(b) . In the case of forward g→e transformation, which is specified by the internal friction peak shown in Fig. 5(a) , the modulus was lower than before. This modulus drop might be associated with the antiferromagnetic transition. However, the temperature where the modulus starts to drop is 344 K, which is slightly higher than the T N temperature (315 K) of Bin and C-sol. The T N temperature is dependent on the chemical composition of the base material, whereas it must be independent of the existence of the NbC carbides. It should be noted here that the temperature where the modulus starts to decrease is consistent with the temperature where the internal friction starts to raise, which is the onset of the g→e transformation. Therefore, the initiation of the modulus drop is considered to be due to the softmode associated with the g→e transformation, which is observed in Bin and C-sol. The soft-mode may be immediately followed by the antiferromagnetic transition, which was reported to hinder the subsequent proceeding of the g→e transformation by stabilizing the g phase. 24) Another anomaly is seen in the modulus versus temperature curve on heating, which does not show clear step-like change due to the antiferromagnetic to paramagnetic transition at T N temperature. Instead, the modulus linearly increases and then starts to decrease around the T N temperature. The abnormal temperature coefficient of the modulus below T N temperature has been reported in the literature. 25, 26) They used the term "Elinvar properties" for this phenomenon, but the physical origin has not been clarified.
The internal friction maxima allow the approximate graphical determination of critical transformation temperatures, corresponding to the start and finish of forward (M s,f ) and reverse (A s,f ) martensitic transformation. The martensitic and antiferromagnetic transformation temperatures and the corresponding changes in the internal friction and in the elastic modulus are listed in previously reported under similar conditions. 21) 2) The peak height of the internal friction showed general decreasing tendency in the order Bin→C-sol→C-pre. 3) M s and M f temperatures decrease in the order Bin→C-sol→C-pre. For the A s and A f temperatures, considering the acceptance level of accuracy in graphical temperature determination, one could consider that the situation is rather opposite. 4) Bin alloy seems to have the most reduced thermal hysteresis and C-pre the most expanded. 5) Bin showed a larger step-like increase in the modulus during the forward g→e transformation than that in Csol. C-pre showed no significant increase during the forward g→e transformation. 6) Bin showed a smaller modulus drop at T N than that in C-sol. The modulus drop at T N in C-pre could not be differentiated from the superimposing soft-mode at the onset of the g→e transformation.
Discussion
In this section, we discuss the factors affecting on the internal friction of binary Fe-17Mn alloys, referring to the previously reported results and proposed mechanisms. The experimental results reported on the internal friction of Fe-Mn and Fe-Mn-Si alloys by various researchers are subdivided into two categories, i.e., the internal friction measured in isothermal conditions [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] 10, 11, 27) and the transformation-related internal friction measured in non-isothermal conditions. 8, 10, 11, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] 27) 
Internal Friction at a Constant Temperature
As far as the applications of high damping alloys are considered, the internal friction at constant temperatures, in particular at room temperature, has been mainly studied. The source of the internal friction at a constant temperature is in general the oscillated motion of internal defects and their interactions. A series of reports have been made on the internal friction of binary Fe-Mn alloys measured in isothermal conditions and found their capability for a high damping material. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] In those studies, the internal friction was measured with relatively large strain amplitudes (ϳ10
Ϫ4
) and low oscillation frequency (ϳ12 Hz), and it was found that the internal friction increases with increasing strain amplitude. Higher internal frictions were obtained in the chemical compositions where the e phase coexists with the g phase, and further increase in the damping capacity was achieved by additional formation of the stressinduced e martensite. From these results, the internal friction of the Fe-Mn alloys was proposed to be caused by the phase boundary movement with the static hysteresis on oscillation, different from the internal friction usually observed in other materials involving point defect reorientation, dislocation motion, grain boundary sliding and so on. 28) Baik et al. investigated the effect of Ti and C addition to the Fe-17Mn alloy, and found that C gradually lowers the damping capacity and further addition of Ti regains the damping capacity by depleting carbon solute due to the formation of TiC.
2) In the present study, the internal friction at room temperature decreases in the order Bin→C-sol→C-pre. The negative effect of the C solute is consistent with that reported in the alloy containing Ti and C, but, the effect of NbC is opposite to that of TiC. The attempt to produce fine NbC precipitates in the Fe-17Mn alloy was initially aimed to improve the damping capacity by refining the martensite plates, which was motivated by findings that the fine martensite plates were formed because of fine NbC precipitates and improved the shape memory effect of Fe-Mn-Si alloys containing Nb and C. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] The refinement of the martensite plates was successfully achieved in the binary Fe-Mn alloy as well, but the change in the internal friction was rather opposite to expected one: C-pre showed the lowest internal friction in spite of thin martensite plates observed in this specimen. This indicates that the internal friction of Fe-Mn alloys cannot simply be interpreted by the total surface area of the g/e interfaces.
Lee et al. pointed out that, in addition to the g/e interfaces, stacking faults in the g phase, stacking faults in the e phase, and the variant interfaces of the e martensite could also contribute to the internal friction, 5) although the existence of the e variants have not been proved with any direct microstructural observations. It is well accepted that the g→e martensitic transformation is performed by introduction of stacking faults on every two {111} g planes. 9 ) When the motion of the interface or planer defects is considered, one is likely to assume the motion normal to the planes. In the case of the fcc crystals, however, it is difficult for these planar defects on {111} g planes to move in such a direction. Instead of this, the oscillation may cause the motion of the Shockley partial dislocations, residing at the tip of e martensite or surrounding stacking faults, in ͗112͘ g shear directions on {111} g //{0002} e planes.
Therefore, the internal friction in these materials must me interpreted by the oscillated motion of the Shockley partials, dissipated by various internal defects. The internal friction will be raised if the Shockley partials move by overcoming the obstacles such as solute atoms or precipitates, because of the dissipation of the applied oscillation energy. Conversely, the internal friction will be lowered if the motion of the Shockley partials is pinned by these obstacles. The effect of Nb and C solutes and NbC precipitates observed in this study rather supports the latter case, and the NbC precipitates may have a stronger pinning effect than solute atoms. 
Transformation-related Internal Friction
The global internal friction (IF tot ) spectra at first order phase transformation have three contributions: (i) IF Tr -transitory term, proportional to the volume fraction transformed per unit of time, existing only during temperature variation; (ii) IF PT -phase transition term associated with the phase transition itself, at constant temperature, and related to the reversible displacement of interfaces; and (iii) IF Intthe intrinsic term that considers damping generated in the coexisting phases. 29) The internal friction occurred during g↔e martensitic transformation was systematically studied by Bidaux et al. in cobalt. 20) They selected three different methods with low (ϳ1 Hz), intermediate (ϳ5 kHz) and ultrahigh (ϳ20 MHz) oscillation frequencies, each of which appeared to be effective for separately investigating the contribution of IF Tr , IF PT and lattice dynamics, respectively. In our recent internal friction study on a Fe-Mn-Si-based shape memory alloy with the same experimental condition (oscillation frequency: 1 Hz, strain amplitude: ϳ10 Ϫ4 ), 10, 11) the internal friction peaks associated with the g↔e martensitic transformations were ascribed to the IF Tr ; their magnitudes are dependent on oscillation frequency and disappear in isothermal conditions. Although the results are not presented, the alloys used in this study also exhibited the same dependence of the internal friction on the oscillation frequency and temperature rate.
Some theoretical models have been proposed for IF Tr , which can be expressed as the following general form where n is the volume fraction of transformed martensite, K is a constant, and f(Ṫ, w, s 0 ) is a function of temperature rate Ṫ, oscillation frequency w, and the stress amplitude s 0 . In these models, the oscillated motion of the interfaces is aided by chemical driving force, which obeys the thermoelastic balance. In the case of the Fe-Mn-based alloys, however, the martensitic transformation is considered as nonthermoelastic, 8, 24) and the thickening of e plates occurs not by growth in the lateral direction but by successive formation of thin e plates in contact with their neighbors. 31) Sato et al. investigated the internal friction during reverse transformation of the stress-induced e martensite in a Fe-Mn-Si shape memory alloy, and suggested that the internal friction peaks are caused by stress-assisted motion of Shockley partial dislocations aided by chemical driving force for g↔e phase transformation, which interacts with internal defects. 17) They also discussed the results on the basis of a specific form of the IF Tr expressed as follows. (2) where d is the logarithmic decrement, which is considered to be dominated by the IF Tr term from the measuring conditions used (oscillation frequency: 0.5-1 Hz, strain amplitude: ϳ10
Ϫ4
) and A is a constant. As a result, they found that d increased as Ṫ increases and decreases as w increases, and concluded that d is determined by the amount of the reverse transformation occurring during the internal friction measurement. Zhou has drawn the same conclusion from the results in a binary Fe-Mn alloy: the integral of the tan F peak is proportional to the amount of thermally induced e martensite. 22) In addition to this, the interaction of the oscillated motion of Shockley partials with short range obstacles, such as solute atoms and precipitates, must also be considered in the present study.
For a better evaluation, the curves during reverse transformation in Figs. 3 to 5 were isolated from the original curves and illustrated at the corresponding positions together in Fig. 6 for both internal friction maxima (a) and elastic modulus minima (b). This display allowed noticing that for each alloy, in part, the transformation tan F maxima and the modulus minima are located at the same temperatures, within the accepted deviation of temperature measurement. By evaluating the areas of the tan F peaks from Fig. 6 it was found that they also decreased in the order Bin→C-sol→C-pre. Thus, considering a value of 100 % for Bin alloy, which was taken as reference, the calculated values decreased to 72% for C-sol and to 47.8% for C-pre. This means that the relative amount of reversible e martensite designated as VRM 22) increased in the order Cpre→C-sol→Bin.
The variation of the modulus during reverse transformation is ascribed to the higher modulus value of the e phase than that of the g phase. Therefore, the decreasing tendency of the variation of the modulus in the order Bin→C-sol→C-pre also indicates that the amount of thermally induced e phase decreases in this order.
The broadening of thermal hysteresis (DT) suggests that both forward and reverse martensitic transformations were hindered slightly by Nb and C solutes and more intensely
by NbC precipitation, since M s,f decreased, A s,f increased and peak heights lowered. An exception was found in the relation between A s temperature of Bin and that of C-sol: the latter is slightly lower than the former. This is probably due to the effect of the C solute, which was reported to lower the thermodynamic equilibrium temperature T 0 .
32)
The correspondence between thermal hysteresis (DT) and the relative amount of reversible martensite (VRM), considered as 100 % in Bin specimen, was illustrated in Fig. 7 . The T N value of 315 K determined in Bin and C-sol is close to those reported for binary Fe-17mass%Mn, T N Ϸ 330 K. 33, 34) The modulus drop at T N is higher in C-sol than in Bin, which can be explained by the higher amount of the retained austenite in C-sol than that in Bin. It is also well known that the antiferromagnetic transition stabilizes the austenite and thus hinders the martensitic transformation. 24) The T N of C-sol stays below M s by about 80 K, and the increase in the modulus associated with the g→e transformation seems to be interrupted before saturation by the antiferromagnetic transition, as shown in Fig. 4(b) . In the case of C-pre, the antiferromagnetic transition occurs immediately after the soft-mode associated with the martensitic transformation, and thus no significant increase in the modulus can be seen in Fig. 5(b) .
All of the results discussed above commonly indicate a negative effect of solute atoms and precipitates on the internal friction of the Fe-17Mn alloy both in isothermal and non-isothermal conditions. The effect of NbC on the transformation-related internal friction of binary Fe-17Mn alloy is opposite to that of a Fe-Mn-Si shape memory alloy reported in our previous papers. 10, 11) In the Fe-Mn-Si alloy, M s temperature, the internal friction peak and the modulus increase during g→e transformation are raised by precipitation of fine NbC carbides, all of which show a positive effect of the NbC precipitates on the martensitic transformation. The distinctive effect of the NbC between on binary Fe-Mn alloy and on ternary Fe-Mn-Si alloy may originate from the existence of Si, which is a necessary element for obtaining the shape memory effect. Further investigations are required to clarify the reason for this.
The grain boundaries can also affect on the internal friction. The e plates collide with grain boundaries and partial dislocations are piled up there. The oscillation of dislocations in such a condition may increase the internal friction. Therefore, the smaller grain size is expected to increase the internal friction. However, the results were opposite to this expectation. In the present results, therefore, the effect of the solute atoms and the precipitates on the internal friction is considered to be much more prominent than the grain boundary effect.
Conclusions
The addition of carbon accompanied by niobium to binary Fe-17%Mn alloy under solution form slightly reduced internal friction, in good agreement with previous reports. The precipitation of fine NbC carbides in the alloy markedly reduced internal friction, contrary to previous conclusions found on Fe-Mn-Si-based shape memory alloys. These reductions of internal friction are considered to be caused by the pinning effect of solute atoms and precipitates on the oscillated motion of Shockley partial dislocations.
